
                                                  
 
The Federal Agency for Political Education (Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung / bpb) in 

cooperation with the Center for Holocaust Studies at the Institute for Contemporary History will be 

offering  

Travel grants 

for the 

Lessons & Legacies Conference 2022 in Ottawa 

The Lessons & Legacies Conference takes place biennially in the United States. Since 1989, the 

conference that is organized by the Holocaust Educational Foundation of Northwestern University 

has become one of the most important in the field of Holocaust Studies. The conference is an 

opportunity for scholars to present original research on the Holocaust. Latest trends in Holocaust 

research and questions of remembrance and education are discussed here. 

Lessons and Legacies XV will be hosted by University of Ottawa and Carleton University in Ottawa, 

Nov. 12 – 15, 2022. 

We would like to encourage networking and the development of a transnational, multi-perspective 

dialogue between civil society initiatives and actors from Central Eastern and Eastern Europe with 

Holocaust scholars from Europe and North America.  

We encourage stakeholders actively involved in projects in the field of culture of remembrance, 

especially holocaust education projects, memorial sites and transnational memory culture in Central 

Eastern and Eastern Europe to apply. 

The grants will cover travel costs and conference fees up to 2,000 Euro. We expect applicants to 

attend the whole conference. 

To apply for support to defray travel and attendance expenses, please email us a Word or PDF 

document with the following information: 

A. If you will present a paper at the Lessons and Legacies Conference, please send: 

1. Your name, title, institution and email. 

2. The title of your paper and panel/workshop AND a short CV (2-3 pp.) 

3. A budget of your anticipated travel costs 

4. A note about other possible sources of funding or lack thereof. 

B. If you wish to attend, but will not present a paper, please send: 

1. Your name, title, institution, and email address. 

2. A short CV (2-3 pp.), including a list of any courses you teach about the Holocaust. 

3. A budget of your anticipated travel costs 

4. A note about other possible sources of funding or lack thereof. 

Your application for funding must be sent to kezeric@ifz-muenchen.de and have the subject line: 

“LL2022 Funding Request / Center for Holocaust Studies”. 


